Heart Wisdom Process

Our three month program is designed to rebuild your energetic
foundations via weekly energetic transmissions. During each
session, the energetics in the transmissions pulls out old
conditioning. We can then learn from the conditioning, which turns
into insight and wisdom — and hence rebuilding the foundations of
life. Essentially, we are re training people how to process
unconscious conditioning. Throughout the three months,
participants will be learning, healing, and processing unconscious
conditioning.

Click Here for more information.

PREPARATION BEFORE AND AFTER SESSION GUIDE
1. What should I do before the session?
Please write down your top life issues and email the practitioner before beginning the
session. With each life issue, see please note following the steps below:
● Ask yourself if there is a physical sensation?
● If so,where is it located? Neck,back,stomach, etc.
● Ask yourself how do you feel about it?Angry,upset,sad, etc.
Examples: Non physical issues “I have stressed about work” I feel it in my stomach. I
fear I may lose my job. Physical issue “I have a headache” and I feel angry about
having it.

2. What will happen during the session?
We will work through some layers of conditioning, energies that are often unconscious.
Conditioning and suffering come are from these typical categories:
a . Suffering from pre birth to current age
b . Suffering from other lifetimes i .e . , traumas
c . Suffering of parents and ancestors i .e., traumas d. Suffering of collective, ethnicity,
nationality, culture.
In the sample session, we will attempt work through some layers like an onion.

3. How do I heal chronic health issue or difficult life
challenges whether they relate to relationships, finances,
or others?
If you have a difficult issue, it requires some time and patience to work through
the layers. The conditionings of life are called “karmas” in the East. This means that
behind your sufferings, you will have to work through them and process them
through your heart to gain the insights or lessons of life. If not, the issues will
remain, and you will likely repeat them until you learn. Usually behind almost all
issues and layers, the final lesson is usually love, related spiritual growth and
awakening. This work is a dynamic letting go and releasing process and often brings
up a lot of suppressed conditioning that has become unconscious over the years. A
key component of this healing is to turn stuck energies from a static state into
dynamic state so it can be released. Much of our sorrows are held together by grief.
With this process, the heart turns grief into a dynamic state commonly known as
sadness. When sadness comes through, it is often good sign that you are letting go
and healing deeper unconscious layers. Often times, we must release the sorrows
and grief of our parents and ancestors that has been held for many generations.
It is not a realistic to expect complete healings or turnaround of major life
challenges in 1 or 2 sessions. That is why we ask clients to work with us over a 3 6
month period. During this time, we work to help them gain ‘insights.’ When that
happens, significant improvements can occur. A lso, the program is aimed at
rebuilding the energetic foundations to process unconscious conditioning through
your heart. It is also about retraining your neurology to automatically process the
energies causing sufferings. This program is intended to benefit you for the rest of
your life. Hence, it cannot be done in 1 day. It must be done over time.
This work requires some patience because we are dealing with much
unconscious conditioning that has been stored for many years and we must allow it
to bubble up as layers of the onion get peeled off. Some people experience
significant shifts and some people tell us about miracles but that should not be your
expectation.
Please read over the case reports/testimonials of clients below at the end of the
document. These are people who have worked with us extensively over time.

4. Can you do healing work for children, family member,
or friend?
Young children When we get inquiries about helping children, no matter what age
they and especially for young children, we recommend that that people asking for
help do a few sessions for themselves first. The children are the product of the DNA
of both parents. They will feel everything the parents are going through psychically
and empathically. The DNA is like invisible antennae. Whenever parents are
stressed, worried, fearful, or experiencing other life issues; children will feel and will
likely experience anxiety issues. In today’s world, most parents are not trained in
holistic means to address the energies behind their stressors. They actually have
been conditioned to cope with them through distractions such as alcohol, smoking,
food, shopping, etc . If these are default ways of coping, then children will model
after them unconsciously.
As for children of divorced parents, they are like most likely to be struggling. In
most cases, there is much resentment and bitterness toward each party. Children
will feel parts of themselves energetically being at war with each other, which will
cause lots of confusion, anxiety or other behavioral issues. If parents are holding
negative thoughts (vibrations), even if not verbalized, children will absorb the
negativity. The focus of our sessions is help parents come to peace through
releasing the energetics behind the wounds. If the wounds fully heal and the
grievances are forgiven, then the parents can hold a space of love, acceptance, and
positive thoughts toward the other.
Adult children, parent, spouse, other The best way to help your loved one is work
through your own worries and fears. Work through your triggers relating to the
situation and come to a deep acceptance and peace for the situation and the
person. When you get to space of not needing to fix or ‘save’ anyone, then your love
ones will most likely come to you for advice and healing.
Many people report the techniques work for themselves, friends, or clients but
working on family doesn’t work as effectively. Trying to help loved ones can be the
most difficult, because there are so many attachments, as opposed to helping
someone that is not as close.
Whenever we get requests for healing a family member, I usually recommend that
the person asking do some sessions on themselves first. After doing so, that person
shifts and often reports that the family member has changed as well – even though
we never worked on the family member with the issue. What happens is that person
shifted and his or her vibrations changed and then the family member shifts as well.

5. What do I need to do or be aware of in the beginning of
session?
Because this is not traditional psychotherapy, we are not licensed to serve in that
way. As such, it is best that you are concise following step 1. Describe your issues
in the initial 5 mins. Then, the practitioner can start working on the energetics. Since
the total session length is 45 mins, if you talk for 15 mins, then there is only 30 mins
available for energy work. It is best that you are concise and then allow practitioner
ask you only details related to the issue. Sometimes, for an issue, there are many
layers. Thus, if you jump around to different topics or have too many conversation
threads, you will not likely able to get a deep session. If you feel you have any key
information, please email before each session to inform the practitioner.
At the beginning, the practitioner will ask you again, as in step 1, ‘Where do you feel
it?’ and then will proceed with the energy session.
Do your best to stay ‘present’ to the sensations you are experiencing during the
session.

6. What does the session experience actually feel like?
During the session, most clients can experience releasing in many ways
sometimes through tears, physical sensations such as pain, vibrations, yawning,
energy movements, etc . Also, unconscious conditioning in the form of forgotten
memories and feelings are likely to arise. As the conditioning comes to the surface,
it may be very uncomfortable. Sometimes people may feel nauseous, heaviness, not
being able to breathe, sharp pain, and other sensations. When such sensations
come up, it is best to stay present and allow the practitioner to guide you through
them.
As unconscious conditioning surfaces, you are likely going become conscious of
issues related to safety, control, and approval (not being
loved). When there is a letting go of these issues, you will likely experience some
sadness, then relief, and then the process repeats itself. After multiple layers get
worked through, key life insights can come in one or more sessions. Small insights
build up to larger insights for a much better picture of yourself, and and then your
divine plan becomes revealed in this journey.

7. What should I be aware of after a session?
Immediately after the session, it is best not to do too many activities. It is best to
rest, integrate, or reflect on the experience. Some people may feel exhausted, light
headed, or somewhat disoriented after the sessions. Some people need to rest or
sleep. It is best that you take it easy afterwards.
Either immediately, or even several days afterwards, you may still feel the effects
of the session. Often times, when you released a good amount of unconscious
energies, it creates a space for deeper unconscious layers to arise. More
unconscious layers such as anger, sadness, regret, or other issues are likely to
surface.
Also, the nature of the work is trained and in tune with the feelings of the heart
because it is always giving guidance, while sufferings caused by the mind block
intuitive guidance. Also, it will take time to get use to the newer self and the changes
that come with this work.

8. Why do you recommend doing this work for 3-6 month
program?
The current program was constructed based on observations from my own
healing journey dealing with chronic health issues the last 10 years and from the
collective experiences of working with clients the last 7 years, as well as from
practices of Eastern living principles. As for my own healing, I received sessions
from top practitioners and learned myriad healing methodologies over the years.
During each part of the journey, I gained experience and valuable insights but no
one method was a one time ‘end -all -be- all holy grail’ of healing. As the journey
unfolded over time, I became conscious of many accumulated unconscious patterns
causing my health problems. Key insights gained were that I was living way out of
harmony, that I held much anger and was sabotaging relationships. I was living with
the attitudes and behavioral responses of my parents, as well as my ethnic and
cultural background. Behind these responses were stuck energies that were held
together by grief. Over the years of healing and especially the last few years spent
at the ashrams of Ammachi and Karunamayi much more unconscious patterns were
uncovered. Being with these spiritual teachers helped me to heal and live in the
heart. It has been a long, sometimes difficult, yet very fulfilling journey.

Hopefully, your own experiences can also be a testimonial that we can transcend
difficult circumstances but it will take time and patience. Below are stories from other
clients going through the program.

Experiences

Libby Jackson’s Transformation - Woodstock, NY
Paul Wong is a deeply intuitive, dedicated, and talented healer who genuinely
cares about his clients and their success. He has helped me traverse trauma,
heartbreak, health issues, and relationship difficulties & has helped me
(permanently) heal deep wounds. Since working with Paul I have been able to
achieve a stillness of mind I once wouldn’t have believed was possible. What strikes
me about Paul’s work is how quickly complex and chronic issues seem to dissolve
and never return. Working with Paul has been a joy and blessing and I will be
forever grateful to have found him on my journey.

Claire M’s Transformation over 4 month period.
I am a sales representative for a medical devices company and also a keen yogini
with a strong physical daily asana practice. I had an injury during yoga 3 years ago
and it just wouldn’t heal, so I was experiencing lots of pain and stiffness in my whole
right side, along with anger and depression. I had tried so many different modalities
from physical stuff, energetic to psychological work, but nothing really helped me
long term. I met Paul when he spoke at The Yes Group in London, and I volunteered
to go on stage to experience his work. After 5 mins of working with him, I felt much
calmer about an issue that was causing me much anxiety – finding a place to live in
less than 2 weeks!
I had an introductory Skype chat with him to explain about the chronic pain issue
and to see if he could help me heal. I decided to sign up for 12 sessions with him, as
he had gone through a chronic physical issue and had healed himself.
I was in a very depressed and anxious state when I started working with Paul, and
was in a lot of physical pain. Though working with Paul I came to understand that I
had used yoga as a way of moving emotions through me. Now that I couldn’t do a
strong practice, I had to deal with all my suppressed and unresolved issues. I wasn’t
prepared for the amount of stuff that came up – I think I have pretty much cried my
way through all the sessions. I have my moon in Leo so I want to do something with
my emotions. Paul helped me to sit with my emotions and deal with them rather than
running away or distracting myself. My emotions were so overwhelming that I used
to get myself into such a state and have a massive meltdown with so much drama
and resistance (well my sun is in Leo too)! Over time and working with Paul, I have
found I am dealing with my emotions much better and I have more ability to sit with
them and feel them.
Working with a chronic issue is a process of pattern identification. They are complex
with physical, emotional, somatic and also psychological components, all of which
are intertwined. This process isn’t linear either and I have found it can be two steps
forward and one step backward. Paul has a very humble, gentle and compassionate
way of working which allowed me to open up and be vulnerable. We have dealt with
some really deep core issues and after our sessions I feel lighter and happier.
I have had periods of no pain at all for weeks at a time (which is amazing as it was 3
years of constant pain before) and I believe this is due to a combination of working
with a great physio to help manage the physical symptoms and Paul to deal with the
underlying emotions and thought forms that are keeping this pattern in place.

The pain and contraction pattern still triggers to some degree if have a moment of
unconsciousness and push myself too much physically, although it feels like the
pattern is slowly unwinding. As a bonus I am able to be more present in my body
and so I can feel more energy flow and pleasure in my system. I have more periods
of happiness and joy than I have experienced in the past.
Paul has also helped me to have a different perspective on the chronic pain –
although I would much prefer not to have it, I do appreciate it is calling me into more,
to wake up.

Sara going through a tough divorce – Wisconsin
My mother met Paul at a hypnosis conference and bought me a 4 session
package as I am going through some major life events and honestly wasn’t coping
well. I am a stay at home mom of three whose husband deployed for the first time
last spring. Shortly after he left I had back surgery, which I am still having
complications with. As if that wasn’t enough, once he was gone he decided he
would like a divorce as he is in love with a young girl from his unit. Insisting that
proceedings begin immediately I was forced into find a lawyer and filing the
paperwork, all without having any say in the process. I was completely overwhelmed
and it was affecting my kids as they started acting out, which only compounded my
stress. I was very hesitant at first, I see a therapist weekly for anxiety and
depression and a physical therapist to help with my residual back issues, but I was
having increasing physical manifestations of my stress and I figured it couldn’t hurt
to try.
Our first phone session consisted of me sobbing for an hour, which was frustrating
because I felt as though all I had been doing was crying and it wasn’t helping
anything. I was wrong. When the call was over I felt more energized and optimistic
than I had in months.
That night I slept through the night for the first time in a month and the jaw pain I had
been nursing for weeks finally let up.
Over the next few weeks I was able to let go of a lot of pain and anger I had for my
ex and really refocus on my relationships with my kids. I am already seeing a
difference in the way I react to them and in how they now react to me. I feel calmer
and more at peace, I am no longer fighting the tide and instead floating on it.

I had made myself so tense and closed off that every part of me ached and I felt
numb to my friends and family, even my kids. Now when my kids tell me they miss
him or a song comes on the radio I don’t shut down, I work through it.
My divorce is only one small piece of much deeper issues and I’m definitely planning
on doing more sessions with Paul to try and release some deeper traumas. I was
surprised at how well his sessions worked with my therapy sessions, as though they
were working off each other. I am very much looking forward to being even lighter
and more open in the future.
Thank You

J.Guadalupe’s 4 Month Period Healing Experience France.
Since I began the sessions with Sevinc, a new dimension to myself was
discovered.
She has taught me how to understand and know myself better, and it begins to be
possible for me to live through my heart.
I had always lived with my mind, and harboring much sadness and anger in me.I
think today, she helped me find a very deeply rooted anger. This anger has shown
itself in many other aspects that you have helped uncover layer by layer.
Among the experiences that you have guided me to process are: living my truth,
expressing my feelings, existing, feeling and acting with my heart, trusting a divine
plan. The tensions in my relationships have dissolved as the layers have been
unfolding.
The areas of my life in which l have seen changes are: family relationships, the
tension that used to exist in my divorce is much less. I have released much hatred
and anger released sadness and fears. I have become more confident in being
myself. I live with happiness with much more ease. It begins to be evident that l am
acting from anger, and with the tools you have provided it is possible to ask that
whom I really am, to manifesting place of the anger I have been so used to living by.
I thank you from my heart, for the tools you teach, and the openness and love
from your sessions. I look forward to growing more, and deeper into my layers so
that living from the root of my heart becomes my normal way of life.
With Gratitude

Heart Wisdom Process Book.

READ the first 10 CHAPTER for
FREE --> CLICK HERE

website: www.heartwisdomprocess.com
email: paul@chineseenergetics.com

